ABSTRACT

Introduction and Objective: Previous studies have shown that ischemia alters gene and protein expression in several tissue types. This, however, has not been studied in renal tumors. Our work evaluates the impact of ischemia and tissue procurement conditions on the RNA integrity and gene expression in renal cell carcinoma.

Methods: Solid renal tumors from patients with von Hippel Lindau who underwent partial nephrectomy at the National Cancer Institute were included if they were resected without clamping of the renal hilum and had greater than 80% homogeneity on immediate gross examination. The procurement of the tumor was performed in the operating room. Immediately upon surgical resection, a piece of tumor was snap frozen to represent the zero time point. Remaining tissue samples were then stored in PBS at 4°C, 22°C and 37°C and frozen at 5, 30, 60, 120, and 240 mins after surgical resection. All tissue samples were stored in liquid nitrogen until RNA extraction. Histopathologic evaluation was performed by a single pathologist on Hematoxylin & Eosin stained frozen sections obtained from each time point. Only tissue samples with at least 80% tumor on H & E were selected and used for RNA extraction, analysis, and gene expression microarrays. RNA integrity was confirmed by the presence of prominent 18S and 28S ribosomal peaks. Gene expression microarrays were performed using the Affymetrix platform. Class comparison paired t-test was performed between the zero time point and tissue samples from all other conditions obtained from the same tumor.

Results: A total of 10 tumors satisfied the inclusion criteria over the last 18 months. Significant RNA degradations were observed 240 mins after resection at both 22°C and 37°C. A hundred and twenty-six microarrays were performed. We identified over 4000 genes that were susceptible to ischemia and warmer tissue procurement conditions.

Conclusions: Our data demonstrates that RNA from kidney cancer remains intact for up to 4 hours post surgical resection when stored on ice. Significant degradations were seen at later time points in warmer conditions. Despite excellent RNA preservation sufficient for gene expression analysis, prolonged and warm procurement conditions, such as often encountered with laparoscopic surgery, are associated with significant changes in gene expression profiles.

BACKGROUND

- The concept of individualized medicine depends on the accurate expression profiling of surgical specimen
- Standardized guidelines on human tissue processing after surgical extirpation are lacking
- Methods of tissue procurement have been shown to alter gene and protein expression in several tissue types
- Prolonged ex-vivo time before freezing is known to affect RNA integrity and gene expression
- Tissue processing conditions in ice or room temperature are also known to influence expression pattern
- Little is known about RNA quality and gene expression in tumors removed via the laparoscopic approach
- The impact of ischemia time and procurement conditions has not been analyzed in renal tumors

METHODS

- Solid tumors from patients with VHL who underwent partial nephrectomy at NCI were evaluated
- Tumors were procured only if:
  - Resected without clamping of the renal hilum
  - >80% homogeneity on preoperative CT, intraoperative US, and gross examination
- Tissue was frozen in liquid nitrogen at various temperature conditions and time points:
  - 4°C
  - 22°C
  - 37°C
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RESULTS

- Gene Expression vs Ischemia Time (Heat Map)
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CONCLUSIONS

- RNA from kidney cancer remains intact for up to 4 hours post surgical resection when stored on ice
- Significant degradations were seen at later time points in warmer conditions.
- Prolonged and warm procurement conditions, such as often encountered with laparoscopic surgery, are associated with significant changes in gene expression profiles.